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SUMMARY

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the originality of our approach with i
regardsto already existing pilot models and to present recently obtained results.

We consider the pilot's behavioras a discrete-time processwhere the decision making _
has a sequential nature. This model contrasts very clearly with previousapproachesnamely
the quasi-linearmodel which follows from classicalcontrol theory and the optimal control
model which considersthe human operator as a Kalman estimator-predictor.We also consi- i

der that the pilot's objective may not be adequately formulated as a quadratic ccst func-
tional to be .._inimized, but rather as a more fuzzy measureof the closeflesswith which _:
the aircraft follows a referencetrajectory.

All model parameters,in the digital program simulating the pilot's behavior, have been
successfullycompared in terms of standard-deviationand performance with those of pro-
fessionnalpilots in IFR configuration.The first practical application of our pilot model has
been the study of its performancedegradationwhen the aircraft model static margin
decreases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Researchon human operator modelsand especially on models of spacecraft, aircraft
and helicopter operators has often been influenced by the current state-of-the-art. Before
further investigation,the human operator appears as highly edaptative, versatile,complex
and sufficiently creative so that we can always recognize in the diversity of all strategies
he may use, one we know well and want to find.

The first approachto the problem was from the control specialistsof the 1950%
attempting, at the beginningage of servomechanisms,to apply their basic tool, namely the
linear transfer function of a phase lead regulator (ref. 1). These studiesrelied heavily on
simulation techniquesusing analog comcuters.

One of the most-commonlyaccepted representationsis the quasi-linearmodel of ,
McRuer (ref. 2, 3, 4) so named becauseit representsthe human operator by a linear trans- ,_
fer functic,=, plus e remnant to describethat part of the human responsethat is not pre-

I

dicted by the linear approximation. The transfer function is essentiallythe result of an
approximation to the first harmonic and the remnant accounts for higher-ordereffects and
for other modeling errors. The most celebrated result from the above study is probably
the "cross over model" which is based on the fact that the human operator adjusts the
parametersof his own transfer function so that his open-loop responsesatisfies the closed-
loop stability conditions with a reasonableerror.

At the same time sampled-datamodels have been proposed (ref. 5). This type of mo- _
dels is suitable for numerical computation on digital computers. However, the assumption
of fixed.rate samplingap_,earsas a weaknessof this representation.

An alternative to the quasi-linearmodJI has been developed by Kleinman, Baron and
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Levison(ref. 6, 7, 8). This approach is basedon advancedoptimal control and estimation
theory with the assumptionthat the well.trained human controller behavesin an optimal
manner subject to his inherent limitations and contraints and the requirement of his task.
However, is the human operator only a Kalman estimator whose objective may be formu-
lated as the minimization of a given criterion ?

These modeling studies have advanceda great step forward when becoming interdisci-
plinary through the involvementof psychologistsin the researchteams. These scientists can
probably be credited for the introduction of the concept of operating image (ref. 9, 10, 11, _-
12) which is an internal model of the vehicle allowing the human operator to predict its
short-term response.The conventionalapproachand the purely psychologicalone are curren-
tly merging (ref. 13). Without repudiating previousphilosophies,our current approachtries
to make a synthesisof them and develop the model of a human operator based on a new

and more accurateanalysisof the aircraft pilot's behavior (ref. 14, 15, 16, 17).

II. ANALYSIS OF THE PILOT'S BEHAVIOR
I

Consider the behaviorof the human operator in the case of aircraft control.
The aircraft positionassensedby the pilot from his instrument dials or outer sight is 4

comparedto the attitude required to follow the nominal flight path. As an example, if the 4
horizontal oar of the ILS indicator lies above the central mark, the pilot analyzes this situ-
ation and selectsthe appropriate correction maneuverto carry out. Once the _aneuver has ,_
been selected, the pilot's brain (i.e. the decision center) request from the eyes through an
internal loop (fig. 1), to collect information relating to the longitudinal attitude. The diffe-
rence between the actual attitude and the desired one is analyzedand the pilot selectsthe t
right control to actuate and determines the force to apply to it. In this examnle, the pilot /;
pulls on the control stick with a force he judges as correct while requestinghis arm,
through another loop, to sensethe applied force. Stick motion is stopped when the pilot
feels that the desired force has been applied.
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Hence, the decision center (the brain) puts successivelyinto action various loops while
askingfor further information from the human sensor.Three types of loops may be consi-t

t dered (fig. 2),

, FU6HTTECHNIQLIE- -I OECISIONCENTER'I INTERNALLOOP
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-outer loops controlling the parametersrelated to the short-term safety, i.e. flight path,
position and speed,

-loops controlling the parameters related to the immediate safety, i.e. the attitude an-
gles,angle of attack, etc .... ,

-finally, the inner loops controlling the forces applied to the controls.
It should be noted that there is only o single loop in operation at a given time and

this is one of the most fundamental differencesbetween a human pilot And _ autopilot.
The selection of the currently operating loop is made by the decision center (brain) which
designatesthe selected sensorto collect and transmit the necessaryinformation through an
internal loop (fig. 1).

An Immediate consequenceof this Jnalysisis that it is impossible to determine direc-
tly the pilot's workload : at the presunt time, it seems virtually impossibleto follow in
detail the. processingof data taking place within the brain.

Another consequenceis "_at it is uselessto determine experimentally a transfer func-
tion representing"he pilot's behe-ior since there is not one, however complex, but a series
of transfer functions used sequentially in an order determined by scanningof the various ..

_, displays.This scanning itself dependson certain data, the environment, the pilot's training, '
etc.... that is partially on random phenomena. This random nature must be accounted for

i into som_ part of the pilot's behavior model

I11, RESPECT OF THE CONTROL LAW

The control law, which is the keeping of permissibledeviations of the controlled para-
meters with respectto _;henominal flight path, ensuresthe immediate safety as well as the
short-term safety. This law is used by the pilot as _ guideline, it dependson the objective
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i i set by the pilot and on his ability to adapt himself to the conditions of the flight phase

E

t I execution.
First, the objective set by the pilot may not be formulated in the form of a criterion

to be minimized (as proposedby Kleinman, Baron and LevJson(ref. 6, 7, 8)).The pilot is
i neither a perfect being, nor a well-trained monkey who as it is well known, does a better

work then human when his task is that of robot. The human brain col-
a operator 8 can

lect a great number of quantitative and qualitative data, some of them being only sensa-
tions. The brain is able to built a model of the situation, to compare it with typical situa.

! lions held in memory, and decide upon an action even if the case has not been foreseen.
Then, the objective is much fuzzier : it consists on controlling the plane to referenceflight
path as close as possibleto the nominal flight path. This referencecorrespondsto the

I pilot's learning and his know ledge of the plane.
i The pilot possessesrather remarkable capabilities of adaptation which are evidenced by
i the nature of his control commands. An interpretation of this adaptability is the concept

I of operating imageor internal modal. The pilot possessesa probably very simplified model, of the aircraft which permits him to predict its short-term r_ponse given his previous
actions.

This concept of internal model permit us to account for the predictive nature of a
human pilot's control, as opposed to conventional autopilots.

IV. CHOICE OF A MULTILOOP SEQUENTIAL MODEL

Taking into account the above considerations,a mathematical model must satisfy the
following conditions to be as close as possible to the human pilot's behavior (ref. 15).

a) The _lamentary activities of data collection, developmentof correction procedures
and actuation of controls occur saqucncial!yand not simultaneously as in continuous type
models.

b) The various control loops must be identified accordingto the type of aircraft as
well as the nature and number of observedparameters. The type of each loop must be
defined, namely as flight path loop relating to short-term safety, attitude loop relating to
immediate safety, or loop relating to the control action (see fig. 2).

c) The instants of time when the various loops are activated are not defined in a
deterministic manner but are partially random (Poissonprocess).Only ¢ single loop can be
in operation at a given time and the pikJ', applies rules basedon his proficiency and per.
sonal experiencefrom one lOaD to another or tO monitor the inetrurr_nt panel. These rules
are not strict and depend on the pilot's judgment. Definition of a precise model for the
processof selectingamong the various loops is one of the most difficult problemsto solve
end is fully ignored in single loop models.

d) The model must be conceived in such a wa# that its various characteristicparame-
ters be adjustable from one model of aircraft to another within a given type of aircraft. ._
Obviously, the modal for a Mach-2 fighter is necessarilydifferent from that of a conven.
tional subsonicaircraft.

e) Finally, the model must provide e _"c,_ evaluation of the pilot's workload.
Researchon such a muItiloop model called "discrete-t;._L:u,.-._xlel" becauseof its se-

quential nature, has been carried out in France, at ONERA (Office National d'Etudas et de
RecherchesA_rospatlales- French National AerospaceAgency) since 1973. These studies
(ref. 16, 17) have led to the developmentof a co_put_r program simulating the behavior
of a pilot of a heavy transport plane (Airbus A300B; and capable to perform e particular
flight path (final descentof an ILS approach). The model will soon be extended to make
it adapt to various aircrafts of the same type (this version is currently being tested with
a model of the Dassault Falcon 20).
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'_ V. DESCRIPTION OF THE DISCRETE.TIME PILOT f_JODEL

In this model, it is assumedthat, at a given time, the pilot can either make a decision
(i _,,or carry out one of the following three elementary actions :

-actuate a control,
-read an information on the instrument panel,
-monitor a given parameter displayed on a dial.

It is assumedthat the pilot's strategy, that is the processof selectingamong the va.
rious proceduresof parameter correction, has a sequential nature and is a function of the

, flight situation defined by the aircrah type and condition, the flight phase and atmospheric
conditions.

Experimental data have led to distinguish between three levels of activity in the pilot's
operating mode (fig. 3). This clmification is only an assumption,but seemsto be close to
reality P.ndcorresponds to the three types of loops discussedabove. "_

LEVEL DEFINITION OBJECTIVE COST

STRATEGY Chm_of corrj_,tion 3hort. term Mental load
proc_urw J, fety (decision)

PROCEOUREpfelem,nt_ry4ctiom smfety (mernonzmti_

_LENENT_I_, Re_d inclio#tor Physical Ioxl
ACTION .Act ononecontrol

•Monitor one dial

Fl_k3 - Levelsin DiCtatingn_de.

The model selects the correction procedure to be used as a fur_.tion of the followed
strategy. This procedure is further divided into a sequenceof elementary actions (instru-
rnant reading, monitoring of a parameter, action on a control) which are successivelytaken.

A dual integration is performed at each time in the model, namely the integration of
the equationsof motion and the integration of the equations describingthe operating image
of the situation as memorized by the model.

In the proposedstrategy, care has been exercised to make a clear distinction between
the selection of dialsmonitoring (a strategy with Markovian readingsis used)and the selec-
tion of parameter correction procedures (a strategy with short term evaluation is used). The
differenciation between these two strategies is basedon the concept of seriousnessof the
instantaneoussituation as perceivedbv the pilot's model and defined by :

G(O),MaX.onthe main I estimated devLationI_ " _ iparameters permissible deviationi

This is the maximum ratio, over the flight path main parameters, between the estima.
ted deviation (as memorized or predicted bv the internal model) of a given parameter and
its permissibledeviation. The permissiblec_._iationsare determined experimentally. If G(O)

i is under a given minimum threshold of seriousness,the situation is evaluated as safe and
_ the model adopts the dial monitoring strategy ; if G(O) is above his threshold, the situa- :,
i tion is evaluated as seriousand the model applies the strategy of parameter correction

procedures (fig. 4). _
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Fig 4- Overallstrategic:

As far as the strategy of dials monitoring is conce-ned, th_ sequence of observed dials
is governed by a matrix of conditional probabilities of reading .-_achinstrument after ano-
ther one. This matrix is called "switching matrix". After each instrument reading, the value f
of a random vari3ble determines which dial will be read next, depending on the switching
matrix. The sequence of reading times is regarded as a Poisson process. Figure 5 gives an
example of switching matrix in the case of the I LS approach phase of an Airbus A-300B.
This matrix has been determined experimentally by means of an electro.oculometer. In re-
trospect, were observed in this matrix the features of elementary monitoring rules during
IFR flight. For instance, the artificial horizon was mostly observed.
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The strategyof the correction proceduresis based on the fact that the human pilot
makes decisionsdependingon the short.term predicted evolution of the situation while
taking into account all previousactions.

The model has_no accessto the equationsgoverningthe aircraft dynamics but, by
using its operating image, it can predict approximately the short-term situation. This predic-
tion capability is used by the model to select the best correction procedure to implement,
each time it is necessary.This choice is made by developpinga logical tree (fig. 6) in
which,

, -the root is the memorized situation (So) ;
-branches are the correction procedureswhose implementation is considered;

•- nodes other than the root are situation predicted from the root by meansof the ope-
rating imagewhile taking into account the intented correction procedures.

0 (SO] =INSTANTANEOUS SERIOUSNESS

. lET/MATED DEVIATION I

G(IJ,MAXMXI '
DEVIATIQNI

/ ON TH_PERMISSIBLE

./I \" X
PARAMETERS

Z/, / _ ./ . , *, ,,SHORT-TERNG(/)=/..J_.t. MEANG_)._,tk,SERIOUSNESS

//i\ /i\\, ,*SELECTED PATH. PATH OF MINIMUM _"

SHORT-TERM MEAN SERIOUSNESS ._

Fig. 6 - Strategy for correction procedure¢ i1

The instantaneousseriousnessG(K) is computed at each node K. Consideringthat it ,_
remainsconstant during the time _tl elapsedfrom the previousnode to the node I, the -_
model computes a short-term mean seriousnessG(I) on each path leading to a terminal
node. To that end, the instantaneousseriousnessis weighted by the time elapsedon each
branch and the result is divided by the total time elapsedon the path. The short-term _
mean seriousnessof a path (I, J) is then expressedby

1
___ G(K)" Atk

• G([I, J]) = tj tl K = I-+ j

The mean seriousnessof the best path G([I, J]) chosenat I is denoted G(I). This
choice is simply made by taking among all possible paths from I the one with the mini-

i l mum mean seriousness.

The path from the root with the minimum mean seriousnessis then chosenand thei' implementationof the correction procedurecorrespondingto its first branch can be ini-

i! tiated.
VI. PROGRAM APPLICATIONS

Two appliJations have been made to validate this program. Both apply to the simu-
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lation of the final descentof the ILS approach phase for an Airbus A-30OB. First, a statis-
tical comparisonhas been made between the performancesof the model and those of pro- "

,: fessionnalpilots. Secondly, the performance lossof the model when the static margin of
the simulated aircraft is decreasedhas been investigated.

VI,1. Comparison between the model and professionnalpilots

It is meaninglessto compare the time responsesobtained from the model and from
human pilots. As good as it may be, the match between the curves cannot be perfect. A ." _

_ statistical comparisonwould be more meaningful. We have therefore chosena comparison
between the standard deviation and the performance,which are defined below for the va-
rious flight parameters.

, dt ,
Standard deviation ox =

_. 1 t

! Performance Px = tlxldt

where t is the duration of the final descent of the ILS approach phase.
The resultsfrom the model have been compared to those of five professionnalpilots

performing final descentsin IFR conditions on a flight simulator representingthe heavy
transport plane consideredin this study. The comparison is illustrated in figure 7 ; it can
be seen that the model exhibits a behaviorclose to the pilot's as far as the above defined
standard deviationsand performancesare concerned.

L(e-)_,) _,s]_(')_(') l(k_')_(')_(')K'-) _(,)
20 8 | I * 1

3 q6 o._;t o.e s_ s ! l,s.
I q)

2 0,_'o_ o,_ _ _' 1t
i

i 4 (1

1. 54 _ °'t q2. q2. 2. _ ]

I ,_ ,J j
81 6: iV E _lideEloc &v EglideEIoc O _/

Model-pilot initial deviations at 1900 feet

x human pilot Localizer deviatio't : - 0,6 °

• model Glide path devi.don : 0,65 °
&V = -I-8 kts(Va= 137kts)

_. Fig.7 - Standard.deviationsandpefformances.
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Vl,2. Application of the model to flight control with reduced static margin

One of the first practical applicationsof the model has been the study of its perfor-
mance losswhen the stati.c margin of the simulated aircraft decreases,i.e. when the center
of gravity moves backward, progressivelydestabilizingthe plane. It appearsthat the perfor-
rnanceof the model decreaseswhen the static margin is reduced, which seemsrealistic. The
lossof control occurssuddenly (fig. 8) when the workload resultingfrom a decreasein
static margin becomes excessive.The most interesting result of this study is that, whenever
control difficulties appear on the pitch axis, the overall aircraft control is impaired ; for
most of the cases lossesof control occur on the transversalaxis.

presentetionfor fine/
,1oo%9ood

, :_, e ..............,. Normal

t

i _ _:,_ I]_ Divergent

Out of bounds

: N
: static m, ;n('/.) _

27 20 15 10 5

Fig. 8 - Basic ILS approaches with reduced static margin&

VII. CONCLUSION

The model describedin this paper is expected to be more conform to the actual 1
pilot's behavior than those of previousstudies. It tries to make a synthesisbetween the
mathematicalapproach and the psychologicalapproach through the introduction of the
aircraft internal model. _

In the future, studieswill attempt to introduce the concept of pilot adaptativity to a
new type of aircraft as well as the concept of learning which could take into account the
degreeof professionnaldevelopmentof individual pilots. i
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